Electronic structure and linear optical properties of ZnSe and ZnSe:Mn.
As an important wide band-gap II-VI semiconductor, ZnSe has attracted much attention for its various applications in photo-electronic devices such as blue light-emitting diodes and blue-green diode lasers. Mn-doped ZnSe is an excellent quantum dot material. The electronic structures of the sphalerite ZnSe and ZnSe:Mn were calculated using the Vienna ab initio Simulation Package with ultra-soft pseudo potentials and Material Studio. The calculated equilibrium lattice constants agree well with the experimental values. Using the optimized equilibrium lattice constants, the densities of states and energy band structures were further calculated. By analyzing the partial densities of states, the contributions of different electron states in different atoms were estimated. The p states of Zn mostly contribute to the top of the valence band, and the s states of Zn and the s states of Se have major effects on the bottom of the conduction band. The calculated results of ZnSe:Mn show the band gap was changed from 2.48 to 1.1 eV. The calculated linear optical properties, such as refractive index and absorption spectrum, are in good agreement with experimental values.